
Cargo Liner
$125.02

Protection for a long-lasting cargo area. This
durable, long-lasting custom designed vinyl liner
features a raised lip to contain spills for simple
cleanup. Textured finish minimizes load shifting and
the cargo area carpeting gets extra protection for
wear and tear. The easy-to-install liner is equally
simple to remove for cleaning. It's the ideal place for
storing wet and dirty cargo. Consider it the ultimate
way to protect the vehicle interior from scratches
and spills.

Door Sill Protectors
Illuminated
$299.00

Illuminated door sills spring to light with a glowing
ice blue Camry logo whenever the front doors are
opened. Crafted precisely to replace the Camry’s
factory door scuff plates, the illuminated door sills
feature luminous LED technology and a stainless
steel finish over a durable backing.

Door Sill Protectors Non
Illuminated
$184.99

The custom-fit door sill enhancements replace your
factory door scuff plates, providing a stylish, custom
look to your Camry. Featuring a stainless steel
overlay with embossed Camry logo and acrylic
window, the door sill enhancements add to the
vehicle’s interior presentation.

Electrochromic Mirror with
Compass
$180.18

The electrochromic rear-view mirror provides auto
dimming and functional digital compass through an
easy to see digital display.

Heated Leather Seats
$2,115.09

A Toyota Heated leather seat installation is exactly
what every owner needs to amplify their Toyota
stylish good looks and optimize comfort!  Leather
adds a classic touch by improving in appearance,
comfort and feel with time and use. The Toyota
heated leather seat program was created to offer a
custom factory feel leather that is manufactured
according to Toyota’s strict engineering
specifications.  Each design is created specifically
for each applicable Toyota.  Each leather
installation includes a simple, quick reference
manual detailing operation and functionality of the 3
position heated seat switch. For quick, easy access,
the switch is located in the front of the middle
console.

Block Heater
$240.02

Makes a cold weather start a breeze.
Custom-designed system with 400 watts of heating
power not only warms a vehicle up quicker but also
reduces engine strain and wear. Heater saves fuel
and battery power during startups as well. The
strain relief electrical cord (available on selected
models) reduces cord damage.

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation portion of the price may not be
the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with your dealership.
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Bodyside Moulding
$285.02

Color-matched body side mouldings help protect
door panels from scratches, dents and chipping.
Designed specifically to help preserve and enhance
the vehicle’s appearance.  Unlike many aftermarket
mouldings, genuine Toyota body side mouldings
have undergone rigorous testing to ensure their
resistance to temperature, weather, impact, stone
chips, high pressure washing, wind noise and
peeling.  Body side mouldings also help maintain
your vehicle’s resale value.

Hood Deflector
$179.99

Your hood can take a beating and still look great.
Made from thick high-grade tinted acrylic, the
deflector offers high impact resistance and reduces
the potential for road debris and insect damage.
The stylish wraparound design complements the
vehicle's appearance while providing extra side
protection.

Rear Lip Spoiler
$330.15

The rear lip spoiler is a subtle accent to the
aerodynamic styling of the car. This accessory
allows you to accent the rear body lines of the
vehicle for a stylish personal touch.

Security System RS3200 plus
w/GBS
$435.00

The glass breakage sensor provides an additional
sense of security in addition to the conventional
theft deterrent system. In an unfortunate case of a
break-in, the sensor will trigger the main security
system once the window has been penetrated.

Bongiovi Acoustics DPS
$430.02

 BONGIOVI ACOUSTICS DPS is a fully digital state
of art audio system that processes the audio stream
in real time and routes the enhanced audio to a 4
channel digital amplification system. The result is an
unparalleled listening experience in your Toyota
vehicle. BONGIOVI DPS ACOUSTICS smooths out
the differences in volume between any audio source
(CD, AM, FM, Satellite Radio) and greatly improves
the sound of all sources of compressed audio.

 

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation portion of the price may not be
the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with your dealership.


